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After the trial, Kent is released. His parole officer sends him to the halfway house in Green Valley,
North Carolina. In Green Valley, Kent meets Fin, a former college football player who. . ”Kent, you
have to go to prison. “ The next day, Fin helps Kent sneak away from the halfway house. And as
they are walking. ”Kent, they can’t hang out with you. “ Kent finds out he is under house arrest for
a year and can’t return to Washington until the trial is over. Fin tells him he can hide with him.
Kent tells Fin that he is from North Carolina, and was just released from jail after his trial. But he
doesn’t tell Fin the real reason he is in prison, because Fin isn’t the type of person that can ever
turn his back on someone in need. Fin helps Kent get out and back to Green Valley with his
contact’s help. He also lets Kent borrow his car so they can escape from the area. A police
detective, Ray, comes to the car to tell them they are free to go. Kent plans to return to the DC
area and finish his sentence. … 1ª temporada completa download dublado dual áudio mkv 1080P.
The Blacklist: 7 Temporada - Dublado, Legendado 720p BluRay (1.01 MB)This modern TV series is
the story of the brilliant, secretive, merciless and legendary criminals. Ajain Dhiraj Rana – Season
2 WEB-DL HD 720p, 1080p Dual Áudio, Thumbnail download DPP-HD The official SBS
broadcasting website of SBS Global. Stream the latest K-drama and movies on the Internet!
Dezember 23, 2009 Dory: Season 2 WEB-DL HD 720p, 1080p Dual Áudio, Thumbnail download
DPP-HD The official SBS broadcasting website of SBS Global. Stream the latest K-drama and
movies on the Internet! Down on the Farm – Season 2 WEB-DL HD 720p, 1080p Dual Áudio,
Thumbnail download DPP-HD The official SBS broadcasting website of SBS Global. Stream the
latest K-drama and movies on the Internet! The Blue House: Season 2 WEB-DL HD
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